
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

ATTENTION INSTALLER (if other than owner): 
Please forward this instruction sheet to the purchaser 
of this product. These instructions contain valuable 
information necessary to the end user.

INTRODUCTION: 
These instructions describe the procedure for properly 
installing the air cleaner support bracket on 07-11 XL 
models. Review instructions carefully before beginning,  
as they contain important information. Please retain for 
future reference.

Particularly important information is distinguished in these 
instructions by the following notations:

NOTE: A NOTE provides key information to make 
procedures easier or clearer.

CAUTION: A CAUTION indicates special procedures that 
must be followed to avoid damage to the motorcycle and/
or accessories.

WARNING!: A WARNING indicates special procedures 
that must be followed to avoid injury to a motorcycle 
operator or person inspecting or repairing the motorcycle.
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TOOLS REQUIRED:
3/4” combination wrench
9/16” combination wrench
3/16” & 5/32” hex key wrench
9/16” socket wrench

PROCEDURE:
1.  Remove the stock air cleaner and filter, including the 

backing plate. 
2.  You will find that there is a black bracket that extends 

from the front cylinder head breather mount across the 
front top of the injector module to the rear cylinder head 
breather mount. 

3.  You can allow this black bracket to remain on the bike, or 
remove it for better appearance. If you allow it to remain 
you must remove the 1/4-20 Allen-head screw that retains 
the bracket to the injector module, and replace the screw 
with the 1/4-20 button-head screw included with the air 
cleaner support and breather kit. 

4.  If you want to remove the black bracket for better 
appearance, substitute the two thick washers for the 
black bracket on the two mounting ears of the air cleaner 
support bracket. These washers will go between the ears 
of the mounting bracket and the cylinder heads. 

5.  Place the carb support bracket over the carb and align with 
the mounts on the heads.

6.  Install the breather system of your choice. Drag Specialties 
PART #DS-289055 would be a good choice for a compatible 
breather system. Follow the instructions that are included 
with your breather system.

7.  Install the air cleaner of your choice. The mounting bracket 
should be placed between the injector module and the  
air cleaner. 

WARNING!: Make sure all hardware is tight before 
operating motorcycle.


